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Abstract. While procedural languages are commonly used to program smart contracts in blockchain systems, logic-based languages may be interesting alternatives.
In this paper, we inspect what are the possible legal and technical (dis)advantages
of logic-based smart contracts in light of common activities featuring ordinary
contracts, then we provide insights on how to use such logic-based smart contracts
in combination with blockchain systems. These insights lead us to emphasize a
fundamental challenge - algorithms for logic approaches have to be efficient, but
they also need to be literally cheap as measured within the environment where they
are deployed and according to its economic rules. We illustrate this with different
algorithms from defeasible logic-based frameworks.
Keywords: Smart Contract, Blockchain, Programming Paradigm, Logic.
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Introduction

A smart contract is a computer program that both expresses the contents of a contractual
agreement and operates the implementation of that content, on the basis of triggers
provided by the users or extracted from the environment. Smart contracts are currently
promoted as means to leverage efficiency, security and impartiality in the execution of an
agreement, thereby reducing the costs in implementing contracts and increasing trust
between parties.
While imperative languages, especially procedural languages, are mostly used to
code smart contracts in current blockchain platforms, declarative languages for such
contracts, and in particular logic-based rule languages, should also be considered to
better represent and reason upon them, towards a concept that we may call declarative
smart contracts, in particular the concept of logic-based smart contracts.
Combinations of logic frameworks and blockchain systems may lead to smart
contracts that are easier to work with for jurists and developers and have technical
advantages over procedural coding of the contracts. These combinations may also lead to
new opportunities for applications for these logic frameworks.
In this paper, we investigate the utility of logic-based smart contracts and possible
ways to use them in combination with blockchain systems:
– to understand what legal and technical (dis)advantages logic-based smart contracts
can provide w.r.t. their procedural counterparts, we structure this investigation in
light of a common contract lifecycle;
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– to show how logic-based smart contracts can be used in combination of blockchain
systems, we inspect different combinations for leveraging logic-based languages to
operate smart contracts in combination with such systems.
These insights will lead us to emphasize a foundational challenge to fully take advantage
of logic-based smart contracts with blockchain systems: algorithms for logic approaches
have to be efficient, but they also need to be literally cheap in execution. Since logic
models of defeasible reasoning are often advocated to capture legal knowledge and
reasoning (see e.g. [15]), we will illustrate our discourse with defeasible rules and
associated logic frameworks.
This paper is organised as follows. In Section 2, we outline some basic elements and
mechanisms of blockchain systems. In Section 3, we define and illustrate logic-based
smart contracts and in Section 4 we examine the possible legal and technical utility of
such logic-based smart contracts compared to procedural smart contracts, and we do so
in light of common legal activities. In Section 5, we investigate different options for the
operation of smart contracts in combination with blockchain systems, before concluding.

2

Blockchain Systems

A blockchain system consists of a network of computing nodes, sharing a common data
structure (the blockchain) with consensus about the state of this structure.
The most prominent example of such a system is Bitcoin [12], which established a
distributed network of accounts and transactions (a ledger), where revisions or tampering
is made prohibitively difficult due to the algorithm used in conjunction with economic
consensus. Since Bitcoin is the most prominent example, most explanations regarding
blockchain systems below will be based on this system; the functioning of different
blockchains may differ in detail but such differences fall outside of the scope of this paper.
The data structure backing a blockchain system is distributed because it is replicated
amongst the nodes (i.e. computers) of the system. As new blocks of recent transactions
are added to the distributed data structure, they include a reference back to the previous
blocks, so that any node can consequentially verify the integrity of the data structure.
This chain of blocks of transactions is called a blockchain.
Transactions on the blockchain are not cost-free. Miners have to spend computing
power (tied to hardware) and energy to integrate blocks of transactions into the blockchain.
As incentives, if a miner ‘discovers’ the solution of the problem to include a block,
such miner receives economic incentives in the form of new Bitcoins (block reward)
and transaction fees. It is presently unclear how this system will function once the
algorithmically predetermined number of Bitcoins has been reached.
The transaction fee is an incentive for a miner to include this transaction in their block.
For advanced blockchain systems, the fee may also cover the cost of the computational
steps required to operate the transaction, in particular when the transactions are associated
with extra instructions. The computation of the amount of the fee is outside of the scope
of this paper, but as rule of thumb, the simpler a transaction in terms of computational
complexity, the less it costs.
Since transactions can be costly, it is often advanced that heavy computation should
occur ‘off-chain’ instead of ‘on-chain’. In off-chain scenarios, computation is performed
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outside the blockchain-based system, e.g. on the server of an intermediation service, while,
in on-chain scenarios, computation is performed and validated in the blockchain-based
system by the miners. Of course, off-chain computation results can be recorded in a
blockchain, however parties may prefer to avoid off-chain intermediation services that
can be performed on-chain, for example to increase trust.
While blockchain technology was initially used as a distributed ledger of cryptocurrency transactions (namely Bitcoin transactions), such a technology can also be used
to manage smart contracts and associated transactions.
In the next section we will investigate the utility of logic-based smart contracts w.r.t.
their procedural counterparts.

3

Logic-Based Smart Contracts

The term smart contract was originally introduced in the 90s by Nick Szabo [16],
stemming from the idea that a more technological legal framework would help commerce
and cut down on disputes. Lately the idea came to popularity again with the rise and
expanding capabilities of blockchain based systems. Parts of a smart contract can
correspond to a legal contract or a clause in a legal contract, but they do not have to.
When there is a condition to which certain legal consequences are attached, the
smart contract executes the corresponding statements and any potential contractual
consequences. Examples for applying smart contracts are programmatic banking functions (see e.g. Automated Escrow, Savings), decentralized markets (e.g. OpenBazaar,
EtherMarket), prediction markets (Augur, Gnosis), distribution of music royalties (Ujo)
and encoding of virtual property (Ascribe).
Smart contracts in blockchains are typically programmed in a procedural language.
On the platform Ethereum [5, 17], developers can encode smart contracts in a procedural
language called Solidity3. When programming in a procedural language, the programmer
writes an explicit sequences of steps that are executed to produce what has to be done.
The programmer has to write what has to be done and how to achieve it.
Example 1. Let us consider the following licensing contractual clauses for the evaluation
of a product.
Article 1. The Licensor grants the Licensee a licence to evaluate the Product.
Article 2. The Licensee must not publish the results of the evaluation of the Product
without the approval of the Licensor; the approval must be obtained before the
publication. If the Licensee publishes results of the evaluation of the Product
without approval from the Licensor, the Licensee has 24 hours to remove the
material.
Article 3. The Licensee must not publish comments on the evaluation of the Product,
unless the Licensee is permitted to publish the results of the evaluation.
Article 4. If the Licensee is commissioned to perform an independent evaluation of the
Product, then the Licensee has the obligation to publish the evaluation results.
Article 5. This license will terminate automatically if Licensee breaches this Agreement.
3 Solidity. Available at https://ethereum.github.io/solidity
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Suppose that the licensee evaluates the product and publishes on their website the
results of the evaluation without having received an authorisation from the licensor.
The licensee realises that they were not allowed to publish the results of the evaluation,
and they remove the published results from their website within 24 hours from the
publication. Is the licensee still able to legally use the product? Since the contract
contains a compensatory clause, it is possible to argue that the license to use the product
still holds. Suppose now that the licensee, right after publishing the results, posted a
tweet about the evaluation of the product and that the tweet counts as commenting on the
evaluation. In this case, we have a violation of Article 3, since, even if the results were
published, according to Article 2 the publication was not permitted. Thus, they are no
longer able to legally use the product under the term of the license. The final situation we
want to analyse is when the publication and the tweet actions take place after the licensee
was commissioned to preform an independent evaluation from the licensor. In this case,
the licensee has the obligation to publish the result, which then means that they were also
permitted to publish the result, and thus they were free to post the tweet. Accordingly,
they can continue to use the product under the terms of the licence.

Algorithm 1 gives a pseudo-code example of how a procedural smart contract
can implement the contractual clause of Example 1. The smart contract includes a
sequence of instructions updating the normative states (obligations, prohibitions and
permissions in force) depending on what actions have been done and the then current
state. The program has to set the initial state for the contract, then the procedure
EvaluationLicenseContract has to be invoked every time there is a trigger for the
program. Notice that the order of the instructions in the procedure does not reflect the
natural order of the contract clauses expressed in natural language. The programmer has
to come up with such an order, and also the programmer has to manually determine how
a trigger changes the state of the normative provisions (i.e., obligations, permissions and
prohibitions), and to propagate the changes according to the meaning. This means that the
programmer is responsible to perform the legal reasoning implied by the contract clauses.
For example, when a permission becomes true, the corresponding prohibition should be
set to false; similarly, when we set an obligation as true, the corresponding permission
should be set to true as well. For large and complex smart contracts, an alternative is to
set an auxiliary procedure to be invoked, when the state of a normative provision has to
be changed, and propagate the changes to all related normative provisions.
The process of writing a procedural program corresponding to a contract can be
cumbersome and error prone since the order of instruction affects the correctness of the
resulting smart contract. A possible solution to alleviate this problem is to create a state
machine for the contract (Figure 1 shows a state machine for the contract in Example 1).
Then, the programmer can use the state machine as a guide to derive the procedural code.
Alternatively, the state machine could be represented directly in the program and a state
machine engine could then be used to execute the resulting smart contract. This approach
can grow exponentially large in the number of states and transitions for non-trivial
contracts, and the programmer still remains in charge of the legal reasoning implied by
the contract.
Besides imperative languages for smart contracts, one may consider declarative
languages (in particular logic-based languages). When programming in a declarative
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Algorithm 1 Pseudo-code of the licensing contractual clauses.
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:
28:
29:
30:
31:
32:
33:
34:
35:
36:
37:
38:
39:
40:
41:
42:
43:
44:
45:

Initialise getLicence, getApproval, getCommission, use, publish, comment, remove
[Forbl icensee ] use ← true
[Forbl icensee ] publish ← true
[Forbl icensee ] comment ← true
violation ← false
procedure EvaluationLicenseContract
if getLicence = true then
[Forbl icensee ] use ← false
[Perml icensee ] use ← true

. Article 1

if getLicence = true and (getApproval = true or getCommission = true) then
[Forbl icensee ] publish ← false
[Perml icensee ] publish ← true
. Article 2, 4
if getLicence = true and
getApproval = false and
getCommission = false and
publish = true then
[Obll icensee ] remove ← true

. Article 2

if [Perml icensee ] publish = true then
[Forbl icensee ] comment ← false
[Perml icensee ] comment ← true

. Article 3

if getLicence = true and getCommission = true then
[Forbl icensee ] publish ← false
[Obll icensee ] publish ← true
[Perml icensee ] publish ← true

. Article 4

if ([Forbl icensee ] use = true and use = true) or
([Forbl icensee ] publish = true and publish = true) or
([Obll icensee ] publish = true and publish = false) or
([Forbl icensee ] comment = true and comment = true) or
([Obll icensee ] remove = true and remove = false) then
violation ← true
if violation = true then
[Forbl icensee ] use ← true
[Forbl icensee ] publish ← true
[Forbl icensee ] comment ← true
[Perml icensee ] use ← false
[Perml icensee ] publish ← false
[Perml icensee ] comment ← false
[Obll icensee ] publish ← false

. Article 5
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Fig. 1. State machine of the licensing contractual clauses.

language, the programmer does not have to explicitly write the sequence of steps to
produce what has to be done. Instead the programmer describes what has to be done, but
not how to do it. In particular, languages for logic programming can be used to represent
and reason upon the rules represented by smart contracts. With the logic approach,
contractual clauses are rephrased into explicit formal statements which are separated
from the embedding program, and the program has inferential functionalities to reason
upon these statements. In practice, the contractual clauses would be encoded into logic
rules, and a rule-based engine would reason upon the rules.
Example 2. Since logic-based models of defeasible reasoning are often advocated to
capture legal knowledge and reasoning (see e.g. [15]), let us consider the representation
of the contract given in Example 1 provided by the (deontic) defeasible logic (Formal
Contract Logic, FCL) of [6] and implemented by the defeasible logic engine SPINdle [9].
Article1.0: => [Forb_licensee] use
Article1.1: getLicense => [Perm_licensee] use
Article2.1: => [Forb_licensee] publish [Compensated] [Obl_licensee] remove
Article2.2: getApproval => [Perm_licensee] publish
Article3.1: => [Forb_licensee] comment
Article3.2: [Perm_licensee] publish => [Perm_licensee] comment
Article4.1: getCommission => [Obl_licensee] publish
Article4.2: getCommission => getLicense
Article5: violation => [Forb_licensee] use
% Superiority relation
Article1.1 > Article1.0, Article5 > Article1.1,
Article2.2 > Article2.1, Article3.2 > Article3.1

The order of the rules is irrelevant, and as should be visible, the declarative rules are
shorter than procedural code and easier to use, they would later then be evaluated by a
rule engine on the blockchain or deployed in conjunction with a rule engine.
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If there are no triggers, then Article1.0. Article2.1 and Article3.1 fire and
we conclude the prohibitions of use, publish and comment. When, getLicense and
publish hold, then Article1.1 overrides Article1.0 thus we have the permission of
use, but we continue to have the prohibition to publish, thus the publication contravenes
Article 2, and we can use rule Article2.1 to derive the mandated compensation,
that is the obligation of removing the material is now in force, i.e., we conclude
[Obl_licensee] remove. See [6] for the details of FCL.


4

Utility of Logic-Based Smart Contracts

The successes of blockchain-based systems for smart contracts, or at least the amounts of
investments in such systems suggest the viability of ‘procedural smart contracts’, while
the utility of logic-based smart contracts has been hardly investigated.
In this section, we consider the utility of the logic approach w.r.t. its procedural
counterpart. Too bridge the gap between smart contracts and legal contracts, this is done
in the light of the lifecycle of a contract.
Formation and Negotiation. Based on the ‘freedom to contract’, any legal entities are
free to form contracts, within the limits of the law. Necessary conditions for the formation
are the ‘meeting of the minds’ (i.e. the parties have the intentions to form the contract)
and the ‘Offer and Acceptance’ (i.e. the expression of an offer to contract on certain
terms by one person to another person, and its acceptance of those terms). In practice,
parties often negotiate the terms until they reach an agreement.
As any ordinary contracts, a smart contract can be negotiated i.e. the smart contract
program is coded, and this creation can occur through a negotiation. In a blockchain
system, agreement about what a contract should perform is defined before deploying
the contract in the blockchain system. After creation and giving assent by calling the
contract in the required way, the contract establishes legal relations between the parties.
Often, a contract is first created in a natural language (as in the case of the creation using
a template), and then this contract is translated into a smart contract. However, a smart
contract program can be created without a natural language counterpart, the same as
normal computer programs.
Using procedural languages, fairly sophisticated smart contracts can be formed
already. However, the procedural coding of a smart contract may appear difficult to
apprehend, slowing down its negotiation and formation. As the procedural code may
appear difficult to understand, one can wonder whether the contractual clauses are
properly coded. In this regard, the procedural code can be ‘validated’ (unit testing etc.)
to determine whether this smart contract is fit for use, but testing procedural code is
well-known to be time consuming and error prone. In logic-based smart contracts, as
logic statements can be understood as high-level specifications, they constitute executable
specifications of smart contracts, i.e. specifications that can be directly executed by the
smart contracts, thereby decreasing the risks of errors in the implementation. Moreover,
a logic representation can ease validation by taking advantage of logic-based techniques,
such as formal verification, to detect if certain properties hold. This can be automated, but
since such techniques are often heavy in terms of computation, they will most likely occur
off-chain. Furthermore, a logic representation may ease the formation of a smart contract
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resulting from a negotiation between parties. When the formation and negotiation are
delegated by humans to artificial agents, the logic approach may particularly facilitate
these activities (w.r.t. a procedural counterpart) since in this case such activities require,
presumably, some artificial intelligence to represent and reason upon contractual terms.
Contract Storage/Notarizing. A contract can be binding in many forms, such as by
oral agreement, hand shake or intangible agreement. Thus, in principle there are little
formalities required (though exceptions apply). The real problem arises when there
is contention on whether there was a contract or not, and what its contents were. In
those cases, it helps to have a written record of what was agreed stored and certified.
To be extra certain, contracts can be certified by a trusted third party, a notary. For
non-digital contracts, the content has to be described in natural language and a date
manually inserted.
Contract storage can be straightforwardly related to the storage of smart contracts
using file systems or database systems. Instead of storing the smart contract into the
machine(s) of particular entities (such as the parties and intermediaries), one can use a
blockchain system to store it (its bytecode) with a relatively accurate timestamp.
There are no particular restrictions on the types of data that can be stored in
blockchains, and therefore smart contracts with logic statements can be stored in them.
As logic statements (e.g. the set of rules stored within a procedural smart contract and
meant to be passed to a rule engine) are generally more compact than its procedural
counterpart, the logic approach may decrease the cost of storage, in particular when there
is an explosion of possible states on which rules can be applied.
Enforcement and Monitoring. Once a contract is formed, it has to be performed; the
parties have to take appropriate actions to fulfil the contractual clauses. If parties are
encouraged or forced to perform their required actions, this is called enforcement for the
purposes of this paper.4 Monitoring is the activity of checking whether the appropriate
actions are taken. Enforcement and monitoring can be described as the deployment and
the execution of a program, which can to some degree be automated by the blockchain
consenus code.
The efficient execution and monitoring of a smart contract is a necessary condition
for the use of such a contract, in particular in regard to the worst-case scenarios. While
the computational complexity of the execution of a procedural smart contract can be quite
easily controlled, the complexity of a logic-based smart contract relies on the complexity
of the underlying inference mechanisms (we will further instigate this point in the next
section). Concerning monitoring, ‘controls’ can be typically integrated in the procedural
code of a smart contract, while in logic contracts, monitoring can take advantage of more
formal run-time compliance techniques. Furthermore, the execution and monitoring of a
contract is not necessarily meant to occur in isolation. On the contrary, when executing
smart contracts, contractual clauses may have to be considered w.r.t. exogenous (legal)
information, such as rules from other contracts or the embedding normative environments
(the law in particular). While procedural smart contracts can interact with each other
rudimentarily, a logic approach would take advantage of efforts in rule interchange
4 While encouragement is not enforcement in all meanings of the word, it is either a precursor a
part of it.
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languages (such as LegalRuleML [2]) to express rules and ease interoperability amongst
the contracts and other rule systems.
Modification. If all parties perform their contractual duties, then a contract may in
principle not be unilaterally modified. If a party fails to perform or if a predetermined
condition in the contract is activated, then a change in the contractual relationship can
be invoked. If all parties to a contract agree to a change, the contract can be amended
accordingly.
These consideration for non-smart contracts also hold for smart contracts. In current
blockchain systems, a contract cannot be modified but the data stored in it can be updated.
As such, one model to enable flexible solutions is the ‘hub and spoke’ model where one
main smart contract holds addresses/pointers to all other necessary contracts that contain
the specific clauses and functionality.
The hub and spoke model allows the modification of smart contracts, but it may
appear quite coarse. In logic-based smart contracts, the statements of the knowledge
base can be coded as ‘public’ variables, thus allowing more fine-grained updates. A
modified knowledge base can also be passed to an existing contract, which then acts
accordingly, similar to how in the hub and spoke model addresses of subcontracts are
exchanged. Moreover, the order of instructions and procedures is fundamental in the
procedural approach (as illustrated in Algorithm 1), and thus the hub and spoke model
may cause some issues in that regard. As the order of the statement in a knowledge base
does not matter w.r.t. the conclusions that can be derived from it, a logic-based language
can greatly help to tackle modifications.
Dispute resolution. A dispute regarding a contract may occur, and thus such a dispute
has to be resolved. Two major types of dispute resolution exist: (i) adjudicative resolution,
such as litigation or arbitration, where a judge, jury or arbitrator determines the outcome,
and (ii) consensual resolution, such as collaborative law, mediation, conciliation, or
negotiation, where the parties attempt to reach agreement.
Smart contracts can be disputed too, and adjudicative resolution as well as consensual
resolution can be attempted. The final arbiter of legal technological innovation is always
acceptance by the courts. At the moment there is no useful case law on this for smart
contracts, but this would also depend strongly on the nature of the smart contract, i.e.
whether it is linked to a contract in natural language as well as other factors. In principle,
based on Bitcoin case law and the freedom to contract, it can be said that smart contracts
are binding [18, p. 11-24].
With regard to a consensual resolution, a smart contract could specify a committee of
human or computational arbitrators that should be consulted first. It is unclear at present
how a court would interpret such a choice of law or arbitration clause in a smart contract.
In principle smart contracts can be considered to be legally valid (exceptions
notwithstanding); to this end, it likely does not matter if the smart contract is programmed
using an imperative or a declarative language. Nevertheless, one may argue that, as
some imperative code (and, to a lesser extent, some procedural code), may be difficult to
comprehend, it may be the case that the control structures of these smart contracts rebut
jurists and hamper their interpretation of the contract (this would lead to the emergence
of case law setting precedent on how to interpret smart contracts; however so far this
does not exist). On the contrary, as logic rules are meant to reflect contractual clauses,
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their logic representation will ease the work of jurists, in particular to structure, evaluate,
and compare legal arguments constructed from formal statements. However, if there are
legal rules that a human has to be told to what he agrees to, there has to be a natural
language equivalent anyway. Then the logic rules might make the implementation or the
interpretation of the contract easier, but they may not be close enough to natural language
to be a substitute, particularly to people who might not be technical experts.
In summary, the logic approach has the potential to advantageously complement its
procedural counterpart for each activity thereof. Whilst advantages are clearly backed by
technical considerations, it is less evident whether a logic approach provides a stronger
legal foundation to smart contracts. As previously alluded to, one may argue that a full
representation of a smart contract has to explicitly establish and link the normative
effects (rights, obligation, transfers of entitlement) resulting from the contract, and
the procedure for implementing these rights and obligations though the computational
actions performed by the contract, in the given infrastructure. Thus, a hybrid approach
combining logic and procedural components may help to bridge the gap between smart
contracts and their legal counterparts.

5

Use of Logic-Based Smart Contracts with Blockchain Systems

In this section, we investigate different technical options to use logic-based smart contracts
in combination with blockchain systems, and we will discuss these options w.r.t. the legal
activities we previously identified.
Given a set of statements, inferences can be performed in different manners. Every
inferential mechanism has its own characteristics, and the adoption of a particular
mechanism to execute logic contractual clauses should be based on these characteristics.
Example 3. Considering a defeasible logic framework for the representation of the
contractual clauses; conclusions can be derived by using dialectic proofs (DPs) [13] or an
algorithm based on the fixed-point of the characteristic function of the grounded semantics
[4] (FP), see e.g. [11], more efficient algorithms stemming from Defeasible Logic (DL)
[1, 10] or even equation-based approaches (EB), see e.g. [14] and neuro-symbolic systems
(NS), see e.g. [3]. In most cases, it is preferable to use the algorithm with the lowest
computational complexity, but for some reasons, one may prefer other algorithms to
provide, for example, more intelligible inferences. How to use these mechanisms to deal
with smart contracts in blockchain-based systems?

Beside the characteristics of the inferential mechanisms, it is important to notice that
inferences can occur on-chain or off-chain.
1. On-chain: inferences are made within the blockchain platform;
2. Off-chain: inferences are made outside the blockchain system, e.g. on a third party
server.
The distinction of on-chain and off-chain inferences leads us to distinguish off-chain
options for logic-based smart contracts and on-chain options.
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Fig. 2. Off-chain option. Agents A and B form a (smart) contract which is stored on a blockchain.
The contract is executed in a server external to the blockchain system, and transactions can be
recorded in the blockchain.

5.1

Off-Chain Options

When miners are processing transactions into blocks to append to the blockchain, the
security model of the virtual machine in which smart contracts on existing blockchain
platforms operate and the co-processing by nodes does not allow to call outside resources.
Thus, we must discard the option where an off-chain inferential mechanism is called by
the smart contract.
Though an off-chain inferential mechanism cannot be called from a smart contract,
another off-chain option simply consists in recording the smart contract (i.e. knowledge
base and the reference to the semantics) and the inferential conclusions in the blockchain.
On the basis of the inferential conclusions, procedural code of the contract can then
execute particular transactions. Activities that we identified in the previous section are
accommodated as follows.
Formation and negotiation. The contract can be formed and negotiated off-chain or
on-chain.
Contract storage/notarizing. A contract is stored off-chain (so that it can be executed
off-chain) and in the blockchain.
Enforcement and monitoring. Enforcement and monitoring are achieved off-chain,
the conclusions can be stored in the blockchain.
Modification. If a contract is modified, then the off-chain smart contract will be updated,
and stored in the blockchain. If the knowledge base can be updated, then the smart
contract can be updated without interrupting associated processes.
Dispute resolution. One can check whether an off-chain contract matches a blockchain
code (bytecode). Thus in case of a dispute, the parties can check whether the recorded
conclusions are proper conclusions of the smart contract (w.r.t. the given semantics).
The main advantage of this off-chain option is the lower cost of associated transactions,
since the inferences are performed off-chain. The disadvantage is that such an off-chain
inferential mechanism may be simply seen as an intermediary service, while the parties
may prefer to avoid such intermediation and associated costs or trust issues.
5.2

On-Chain Options

Instead of an off-chain inferential mechanism, one may prefer an on-chain mechanism.
The availability of a logic-based language to program smart contracts shall facilitate
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Fig. 3. On-chain option. Here, agents A and B form a (smart) contract which is stored and executed
in a blockchain platform.

such options, but a procedural language can also be used to write meta-programs (i.e.
programs with the ability to treat programs as their data). For example, a rule-engine
can be integrated in a smart contract to derive some conclusions given a particular
knowledge base. Based on the results, some procedural code can execute the transactions.
The rule-engine can also be a smart contract script of its own, so that smart contracts
can always refer to this smart contract. Having the inference engine as an immutable
contract on the blockchain allows participants’ confidence into the smart contract engine
to increase over time (test once, utilize n-fold).
Formation and negotiation. The contract can be formed and negotiated off-chain or
on-chain.
Contract storage/notarizing. A contract can be stored off-line, but it has to be stored
in the blokchain (so that it can be executed on-chain).
Enforcement and monitoring. Enforcement and monitoring is achieved on-chain, the
conclusions can be stored in the blockchain.
Modification. If the knowledge base can be updated, then the contract can be updated
without interrupting associated processes.
Dispute resolution. One can check whether an off-chain contract matches a blockchain
code. Thus in case of a dispute, the parties can check whether the recorded conclusions
are proper conclusions of the smart contract (w.r.t. the given semantics).
The major advantages of on-chain solutions is that some off-chain intermediation services
are eliminated, and the inferential mechanisms (e.g. the rule engine) are themselves
recorded in the blockchain, resulting into more scrutinizable and trustful inferences.
The main disadvantage of on-chain solutions may regard the costs. To address the
costs of on-chain inferences, algorithms with low computational complexity shall be
favoured. If the selected algorithm provides inferences which appears sufficiently efficient
but insufficiently intelligible for human operators, then more intelligible inferences can
be used to explain the results off-chain.
Example 4. Considering DPs, FP or DL algorithms for the on-chain option, DPs have
higher complexity than FP algorithms, which have higher complexity than algorithms
from DL [7]. Consequently, one shall prefer DL algorithms to derive conclusions on-chain.

Interestingly, it is also possible to propose an on-chain option, that we may call
the ‘on-off’ option where, given a knowledge base, this knowledge is converted (let’s
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Fig. 4. On-off option. Agents A and B form a (smart) contract which is compiled. The compiled
contract is stored and executed in a blockchain platform.

say ‘compiled’) into a lower-level representation to increase the speed of inferential
computation, and this compiled code is part of the smart contract (this smart contract is
eventually recompiled to run on the virtual machines of the blockchain network).
Formation and negotiation. The contract can be formed and negotiated off-chain or
on-chain. The compiled code can be generated off-chain or on-chain. If compilation
occurs off-chain then third party services may again appear, along with the associated
disadvantages. If compilation is done on-chain then the compiler may be scrutinised
and gain trust from the parties, at the expense of extra costs for compilation.
Contract storage/notarizing. A contract and its compiled code can be stored off-chain,
but the compiled code has to be stored in the blockchain (so that it can be executed
on-chain).
Enforcement and monitoring. Enforcement and monitoring is achieved on-chain, the
conclusions can be stored in the blockchain.
Modification. If a contract is modified, then the logic statements have to be recompiled.
If the compiled knowledge base can be updated, then the contract can be updated
without interrupting associated processes.
Dispute resolution. One can check whether the compiled off-chain contract matches
a blockchain code. Thus in case of a dispute, the parties can check whether the
recorded conclusions are proper conclusions of the smart contract (w.r.t. the given
semantics).
Compared to the off-chain option, the need for intermediation services is mitigated
since inferences are achieved on-chain. Compared to the on-chain option, the costs of
transactions may be decreased because the compiled knowledge base is meant to lower
the computational complexity. The costs will be presumably higher than the off-chain
option, therefore, such on-off approaches shall have a cost intermediate between off-chain
and on-chain solutions.
Example 5. EB and NS approaches can be considered for ‘on-off’ solutions. In the EB
approach, the considered knowledge base is ‘compiled’ into a set of equations, and these
equations are stored into the smart contract to compute conclusions given a set of facts. In
the NS approach, the knowledge base is ‘compiled’ into a neural network instead. While
such approaches are interesting, they may be quite limited in terms of expressiveness; for
example we know neither EB nor NS approaches able to deal with temporal aspects
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for any defeasible rule-based framework, whereas there are works introducing temporal
extensions to DL, see e.g. [8].

Whatever the option, and as previously mentioned, verification of the conclusions
should be possible, and understandable by humans. In this regard, given some semantics,
the conclusions of efficient but unintelligible approaches can be verified off-chain by
more comprehensible proof systems.
Example 6. DPs clearly provide more intelligible proof systems for human operators
w.r.t. other solutions. Hence, one may use efficient algorithms such as DL algorithms for
routine operations, and human operators can rely on DPs to verify results if necessary. 
So, if comprehensible proof systems are available for the considered logic-based
system, then the choice of the option to execute a logic-based smart contract in combination
with a blokchain system largely depends on the costs of such execution. As revealing
experiment, we compared the cost of the procedural code (PC) for a modus ponens
inference (from the premises ‘a’ and ‘if a then b’, then we derive b) with a rule reduction
as used in a reasonably efficient algorithm for DL, and with an EB approach. The
estimated cost for PC was 1480, 11859 for DL and 1418 for an EB approach.5 For
a simple modus ponens inference, the reduction rule was thus approximately 8 times
more costly than the two other approaches. This result suggests that blockchain systems
bring a new important technical challenge which is hardly addressed by the community:
algorithms for a logic approach will not only be required to be efficient, but they also are
required to be cheap as measured within the environment where they are deployed and
according to its economic rules.

6

Conclusion

While procedural languages are commonly used to program smart contracts in blockchain
systems, logic-baed languages have been hardly explored. For this reason, we investigated
the utility and possible ways to use logic-based smart contracts with such systems. We
structured this investigation in light of a common contract lifecycle. We have shown that
a logic approach can advantageously complement its procedural counterpart w.r.t. the
negotiation, formation, storage/notarizing, enforcement, monitoring and activities related
to dispute resolution.
To show how logic-based smart contracts could be used, we inspected different
combinations for leveraging logic programming languages to operate smart contracts with
such blockchain systems, and we illustrated our discourse with different algorithms from
defeasible logic frameworks. This led us to emphasize a fundamental challenge to fully
take advantage of a combination of logic-based smart contracts and blockchain systems:
algorithms for logic-based approaches have to be efficient and cheap as measured within
the environment where they are deployed and according to its economic rules, to ensure
feasability in an environment where economic governance and consensus is used to
ensure a working system and abuse prevention.
5 This comparison was conducted by writing the basic solidity code for the requisite modus
ponens inference and then comparing the ‘gas’ cost as estimated by the official solidity compiler.
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Finally, we have to emphasize that the logic and procedural approaches are not
incompatible, on the contrary, they have the potential to advantageously complement
each other. By providing a declarative specification of the content of the contract, to be
complemented with a procedural definition of the steps needed to perform the obligations
in the contract — either automatically or through specification introduced by the parties —
more clarity is established, and a criterion is provided for matching automatic execution
and shared intention of the parties, as expressed in the declarative specification.
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